This minireview aims at providing a complete survey concerning the use of X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) for time-resolved studies of electrochemical and photoelectrochemical phenomena. We will see that time resolution can range from the femto-picosecond to the second (or more) scale and that this joins the valuable throughput typical of XAS, which allows for determining the oxidation state of the investigated element, together with its local structure. We will analyze four different techniques that use different approaches to exploit the in real time capabilities of XAS. These are quick-XAS, energy dispersive XAS, pump & probe XAS and fixed-energy X-ray absorption voltammetry. In the conclusions, we will analyze possible future perspectives for these techniques.
Introduction
The research of efficient materials in chemistry and physics requires new criteria for their rational design and thus the definition of new paradigms for the elucidation of structureperformance guidelines.
In catalysis, the investigation on reaction mechanisms and on the concomitant changes in the catalyst nature becomes therefore crucial. Thus, the quest for analytical tools capable of directly detecting any information on the reactant-intermediate-product sequence and on the catalyst role in the course of the reaction is imperative.
In this respect, operando spectroscopies are obviously central, since they can assume the role of an independent, uncoupled source of information with respect to the primary ones (such as products yield, selectivity, or potential/current characteristics in the case of electrochemistry).
In the recent past, consequently, a flourishing use of operando spectroscopies in the study of electrochemical and photoelectrochemical phenomena has emerged, particularly within the framework of energy and environmental applications [1, 2] .
Among the different spectroscopic techniques, X-ray absorption (XAS) is particularly attractive being able to provides a particularly complete picture of the system of interest. In fact, and despite the need of large-scale synchrotron radiation facilities, it provides fundamental information on the local electronic and atomic structure of a selected element. Indeed, the latter characteristic is one of the most intriguing for XAS: tuning the energy of the incident X-ray beam, it is possible to select the Figure 1 . Scheme of the excitation and de-excitation processes involved in X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). An X-ray photon (hνin) can promote a core electron either to bound or continuum empty states. Transitions to bound states result into spectral features in the X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) region, while transitions to continuum states give rise to the Extended XRay Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) oscillations. Radiative de-excitation processes result into Xrays fluorescence lines (hνout). Core levels in the figure are named according to the Sommerfeld notation.
In this case, it can be back-diffused (scattered) by surrounding atoms. For a given photon energy, the interaction between the emitted electron and back-scattered waves can be destructive or constructive depending on the interatomic distance. This effect leads to an oscillation of the absorption coefficient for X-ray energy, extending to several hundreds of eV above the absorption edge. This is the so-called Extended X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS), and allows for determining the local structure (number, nature and distance of surrounding atoms) around the photoabsorber. At energies close to the edge, the absorption coefficient has very strong modulations. This is the X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES), that is due to electronic transitions to bound unoccupied states, and/or by multiple scattering events. XANES gives important information on the coordination environment (type of coordination and its distortions). Finally, the exact energy at which the absorption edge falls finely depends on the electron density on the photoabsorber, and Figure 1 . Scheme of the excitation and de-excitation processes involved in X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). An X-ray photon (hν in ) can promote a core electron either to bound or continuum empty states. Transitions to bound states result into spectral features in the X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) region, while transitions to continuum states give rise to the Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) oscillations. Radiative de-excitation processes result into X-rays fluorescence lines (hν out ). Core levels in the figure are named according to the Sommerfeld notation.
In this case, it can be back-diffused (scattered) by surrounding atoms. For a given photon energy, the interaction between the emitted electron and back-scattered waves can be destructive or constructive depending on the interatomic distance. This effect leads to an oscillation of the absorption coefficient for X-ray energy, extending to several hundreds of eV above the absorption edge. This is the so-called Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS), and allows for determining the local structure (number, nature and distance of surrounding atoms) around the photoabsorber. At energies close to the edge, the absorption coefficient has very strong modulations. This is the X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES), that is due to electronic transitions to bound unoccupied states, and/or by multiple scattering events. XANES gives important information on the coordination environment (type of coordination and its distortions). Finally, the exact energy at which the absorption edge falls finely depends on the electron density on the photoabsorber, and thus reflects the oxidation state. Therefore, XAS gives an independent determination of the oxidation state of atoms in compounds.
Time resolved spectroscopies are of fundamental importance in studying the kinetics and dynamics of chemical reactions. With the introduction of third generation synchrotrons and, more recently, of free-electron lasers, time-revolved XAS became accessible thanks to the extremely high photon flux that can be impinged on the sample. Time-resolved XAS include different techniques that allow spanning between picoseconds/ femtoseconds and seconds/hours timescales, thus permitting the study of a wide range of phenomena, from the formation of photogenerated charges to charge transfers, from reaction mechanisms to slowly activity-losing systems.
In this review, we aim at summarizing the most important contributions achieved so far in the use of time-resolved XAS in electrochemistry and photoelectrochemistry.
For a more comprehensive, extended and didactic source of information, the Reader is invited to consider a recent book chapter [3] and earlier reviews [4] [5] [6] .
Here we recall the fact that XAS is a bulk technique and averages on all atoms in the beam. However, a proper sample choice allows being sensitive to surface atoms: the most adopted strategies are (i) the study of small nanoparticles, where the surface/bulk atom ratio is particularly high and (ii) the use of "bulk active" materials. A classic example of the last case are hydrous oxides where, up to a certain load, all atoms (external surface and bulk) are addressable by charged and uncharged species from/to the electrolyte, thus being in the condition to act as active sites [7] .
For what concerns the different strategies that can be adopted for time resolved experiment, we need to consider all variables that are into play: X-ray energy, X-ray absorption coefficient, applied potential (or scan rate, if in coupling with electrochemical methods), presence/absence of illumination and, obviously, time.
The most obvious approach is to record full XAS spectra at different times. This leads us to discuss: quick-XAS, energy dispersive XAS and pump & probe XAS.
Quick-XAS
Usually, an XAS spectrum is recorded by stepping the monochromator and counting each point for a relatively long time, typically in the order of seconds or several seconds. In the quick-XAS approach, the monochromator is continuously moved over an energy interval and the absorption coefficient, µ, is continuously measured. In this way, a typical XANES spectrum can be recorded in few seconds or even in less than a second [8] [9] [10] [11] . One of the very first examples of fast acquisition using a quick-XAS approach is reported in Figure 2 .
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Quick XAS has been largely employed in electrochemistry for dynamic studies in energy storage systems. For example, Yu et al. monitored the electrochemical delithiation of LiFePO 4 , a well-known cathode material in lithium batteries, by exploiting the capability of XANES to easily distinguish between the LiFePO 4 and the FePO 4 phases [12] . They found that the delithiation proceeds with a "two-phase reaction", in agreement with other works in the literature. In addition, assuming that the kinetic is limited by lithium diffusion, the authors could estimate an apparent Li + diffusion coefficient of 1.9 × 10 −13 cm 2 ·s −1 .
Ishiguro et al. monitored surface events occurring on a Pt 3 Co/C cathode catalyst in proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), with a time resolution of 500 ms [13] . With quick XAS (acquired both at the Pt L III -and the Co K-edges) they could achieve a complete understanding of the structural and electronic changes occurring in this material during the fuel-cell operating processes. In addition, they compared the reaction mechanism of Pt 3 Co/C with that of Pt/C catalyst. They found that while the two catalysts have similar reactions mechanisms, large increases in the rate constants are observed when Co is added to Pt.
Quick XAS has been employed in the study of electrocatalysts for various reactions, like Hydrogen Evolution Reaction (HER), Oxygen Evolution Reaction (OER) or Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR). The aim is to assess the effective chemical nature of an electrocatalyst under working conditions. An example is the work by Gorlin Y. et al., where a bifunctional manganese oxide (MnO x ) was studied as catalyst for both OER and ORR reactions [14] . At a potential value of 0.7 V vs. RHE, where the ORR takes place, a disordered Mn(II,III)O 4 spinel is found. When the potential is increased at 1.8 V, relevant to the OER, 80% of the film is oxidized to Mn(III,IV) oxide, while the remaining part consists of Mn(II,III)O 4 , thus suggesting that a Mn(III,IV) oxide is the actual responsible for the OER. As quick XAS cannot reach the ms timescale, the authors could not provide any insight into the dynamics of the process. However, they were able to prove that the catalyst reached a stationary condition at all the potentials under investigation.
Energy Dispersive XAS
While the quick-XAS approach opens the way to time-resolved XAS, the sub-second timescale is not accessible, thus hindering the study of fast chemical reaction. In the energy dispersive approach, an XAS spectrum can be obtained in a timescale of milliseconds, which is quite satisfactory for a large part of fast chemical phenomena. In a dispersive XAS beamline, a bent monochromator is used to focus a polychromatic (pink) beam on the sample. The beam then diverges after the sample and the different wavelengths are spatially separated. A position sensitive detector placed after the sample is therefore used to acquire the spectrum. Examples of the use of energy dispersive XAS (EDXAS) in electrochemistry date back to late 1980s and early 1990s [15, 16] . However, only after the introduction of fast and linear detectors [17] it was possible to reach the sub-second timescale. Since then, the technique has evolved into a powerful tool to investigate fast chemical phenomena [18] [19] [20] . From what concerns electrochemistry, EDXAS was employed to monitor the dynamics of oxidation and reduction on electrodes for different applications. In a seminal experiment in 1989, EDXAS was coupled to cyclic voltammetry to investigate the XANES at the Ni K-edge in α-Ni(OH) 2 and β-Ni(OH) 2 in KOH [16] . A continuous shift to higher values of the edge energy position was observed in concomitance with the oxidation from Ni(II) to Ni(III) and, at the same time, a change in the spectral profile related to a distortion of the octahedral coordination of the six oxygen atoms surrounding Ni was detected.
Rose et al. investigated the kinetics of the electrochemical formation of palladium β-hydride and β-deuteride in carbon-supported Pd catalyst nanoparticles [21] . The rate determining step of the formation of β-hydride was found to be the diffusion of H through the bulk of the Pd particles; in case of β-deuteride, the authors observed that the reaction was limited by the interfacial reduction of D + . In addition, they were able to determine in both cases the stoichiometry of the two phases.
It has to be noted that EDXAS can also be employed to study time-resolved processes occurring in solution, particularly in the immediate proximity of the electrode. As an example, O' Malley et al.
considered the electrodesorption of copper on a platinum electrode in order to study the diffusion of Cu 2+ ions as a function of time and distance from the electrode surface [22] .
Great effort has been devoted in the recent years to investigate the electrochemical behavior of Pt-based electrodes. Allen et al. investigated both the oxidation and reduction of dispersed Pt catalyst, studying in real time the modifications of the Pt oxidation state and of the number of O and Pt nearest neighbors [15] . Moreover, they found evidences for a different mechanism of oxidation/reduction in case of clusters with respect to bulk electrodes. In another paper, the same authors describe the use of EDXAS to record full XAS spectra while the electrode potential follows a cyclic voltammetric profile [23] . This approach allowed for determining structural parameters (such as the average coordination number of Pt and O atoms around Pt) as a function of the applied potential. This, in turn, allowed for distinguishing between oxygen adsorbing in the double-layer region from the Pt oxidation that is typically observed in CV at higher potentials.
The electrochemical oxidation of the surfaces of Pt nanoparticles was further investigated by Imai et al. with a sub-second time resolution [24] . As shown in Figure 3 , after applying a potential of 1.4 V vs. RHE in acidic media, they exploited the high sensitivity of the EXAFS region towards the local Pt-Pt and Pt-O distances, to monitor their change in time. considered the electrodesorption of copper on a platinum electrode in order to study the diffusion of Cu 2+ ions as a function of time and distance from the electrode surface [22] . Great effort has been devoted in the recent years to investigate the electrochemical behavior of Pt-based electrodes. Allen et al. investigated both the oxidation and reduction of dispersed Pt catalyst, studying in real time the modifications of the Pt oxidation state and of the number of O and Pt nearest neighbors [15] . Moreover, they found evidences for a different mechanism of oxidation/reduction in case of clusters with respect to bulk electrodes. In another paper, the same authors describe the use of EDXAS to record full XAS spectra while the electrode potential follows a cyclic voltammetric profile [23] . This approach allowed for determining structural parameters (such as the average coordination number of Pt and O atoms around Pt) as a function of the applied potential. This, in turn, allowed for distinguishing between oxygen adsorbing in the double-layer region from the Pt oxidation that is typically observed in CV at higher potentials.
The electrochemical oxidation of the surfaces of Pt nanoparticles was further investigated by Imai et al. with a sub-second time resolution [24] . As shown in Figure 3 , after applying a potential of 1.4 V vs. RHE in acidic media, they exploited the high sensitivity of the EXAFS region towards the local Pt-Pt and Pt-O distances, to monitor their change in time. The authors found that longer Pt-O bonds are initially formed, indicating the formation of Pt-OHH and/or Pt-OH species; afterwards, these species turn to shorter Pt-O bonds, and the formation of α-PtO2 was detected. Finally, after 100 s, a precursor of β-PtO2 is formed.
EDAXS was also used to study the oxidation of Pt nanoparticles in presence of competing halide ions (Cl − and Br − ) [25] . The kinetic parameters obtained by the time resolved experiment confirmed the two step model proposed by Zolfaghari, Conway and Jerkiewicz [26] . As evident from Figure 4 , the competing effect of the halides was found to be significant mainly on the first step. In addition, the partial discrepancy, particularly at short times, between the integrated quantity of charge and the occupancy of Pt 5d states obtained by XAS suggests a non-negligible role of anion redox activity. The authors found that longer Pt-O bonds are initially formed, indicating the formation of Pt-OHH and/or Pt-OH species; afterwards, these species turn to shorter Pt-O bonds, and the formation of α-PtO 2 was detected. Finally, after 100 s, a precursor of β-PtO 2 is formed.
EDAXS was also used to study the oxidation of Pt nanoparticles in presence of competing halide ions (Cl − and Br − ) [25] . The kinetic parameters obtained by the time resolved experiment confirmed the two step model proposed by Zolfaghari, Conway and Jerkiewicz [26] . As evident from Figure 4 , the competing effect of the halides was found to be significant mainly on the first step. In addition, the partial discrepancy, particularly at short times, between the integrated quantity of charge and the occupancy of Pt 5d states obtained by XAS suggests a non-negligible role of anion redox activity. The oxidation and reduction of highly hydrated IrOx, one of the most active electrocatalysts for OER, was recently investigated by EDXAS [27] . The complementary information between XAS and chronoamperometry evidenced parasitic and side reactions. In addition, the role and time evolution of hydration degree and persistence of iridium in different charge states was discussed.
Finally, a very recent paper discussed the stability of the copper(II) lactate complex in alkaline solution, used as a precursor for the electrodeposition of Cu2O, finding that the complex is stable in a wide range of applied potentials [28] . The authors were also able to determine the structure of the complex in solution by fitting the XANES data.
Pump & Probe XAS
This method can be applied in photochemistry or in photoelectrochemistry. It consists in exciting the system with photons of desired energy ("pump", typically in the visible or in the UV range) before probing the system with X-ray photons. The X-ray beam from a synchrotron radiation source has a characteristic time pattern that reflects the pattern of the electron bunches in the storage ring. The sub-µs timescale is then achievable with this approach. The probe is delayed with respect to the pump The oxidation and reduction of highly hydrated IrO x , one of the most active electrocatalysts for OER, was recently investigated by EDXAS [27] . The complementary information between XAS and chronoamperometry evidenced parasitic and side reactions. In addition, the role and time evolution of hydration degree and persistence of iridium in different charge states was discussed.
Finally, a very recent paper discussed the stability of the copper(II) lactate complex in alkaline solution, used as a precursor for the electrodeposition of Cu 2 O, finding that the complex is stable in a wide range of applied potentials [28] . The authors were also able to determine the structure of the complex in solution by fitting the XANES data.
This method can be applied in photochemistry or in photoelectrochemistry. It consists in exciting the system with photons of desired energy ("pump", typically in the visible or in the UV range) before probing the system with X-ray photons. The X-ray beam from a synchrotron radiation source has a characteristic time pattern that reflects the pattern of the electron bunches in the storage ring. The sub-µs timescale is then achievable with this approach. The probe is delayed with respect to the pump in dependence on the timescale of the phenomena under investigation. This is evident in the study of photochemistry, where pump & probe XAS was initially used instead of time-resolved X-ray diffraction to have structural information on disordered or dissolved species [29] . The technique was recently used to probe the charge carrier dynamics in semiconductors used as photocatalysts, such as TiO 2 and WO 3 , as discussed in the following.
In the case of TiO 2 , thanks to picosecond XAS, Rittmann and co-workers performed an experiment at the Ti K-edge and the Ru L III -edge to study the lifetime of photogenerated trapped electrons for photoexcited bare and N719-dye-sensitized anatase and amorphous TiO 2 nanoparticles [30] . The outcomes point to the existence of different types of defects (either at the surface or in the bulk) in dependence on the type of particles and on the presence/absence of the dye. In case of dye-sensitized anatase or amorphous TiO 2 they could observe the formation of Ti 3+ defects in trapping sites that are pentacoordinated, i.e. defective, meaning that the trapping center is localized at the outer surface of the crystallite. The trap lifetime is in the order of nanoseconds. This is a typical result possible only with XAS, which, being element-specific, allows for obtaining a direct information on the electronic and local structure of Ti.
Pump & probe XAS was also used in photochemistry and photoelectrochemistry to investigate different metal complexes, especially in the fields of energy storage and conversion. Many literature works concern the usage of Cobalt-based complexes as water oxidation or water reduction catalysts for artificial photosynthesis. In a work by Song et al. two cubane-like catalysts for water oxidation were investigated through in situ XANES under photocatalytic conditions: it was observed that the {Co(II) 4 O 4 } core undergoes a rapid oxidation from Co(II) to Co(III) or higher valent states, and then Co(II) is slowly restored [31] . Moonshiram and co-workers investigated through transient XAS the electronic and structural dynamics of [Ru(bpy) 3 ] 2+ /[LCo(III)Cl 2 ] + hybrid systems used as catalysts for water reduction in the photosplitting of water [32] . When the chromophore is excited, the cobalt (III) octahedral complex is reduced to Co(II). In addition, they repeated the experiment in the presence of sodium ascorbate/ascorbic acid electron donor, finding the experimental proof of the formation of a Co(I) square planar species, followed by the formation of the octahedral Co(III) starting complex with two aquo-ligands.
Canton et al. employed ultrafast optical and X-ray techniques (coupled to DFT calculations) to identify the light-induced electron transfer and the associated structural and spin changes occurring in two photoexcited heterobimetallic ruthenium-cobalt complexes [33] .
The quest for higher temporal resolution has been boosted in the very recent year by the development of free-electron lasers (FEL) [34] [35] [36] . In FEL facilities, ultrashort pulses of X-rays paved the way for spectroscopic experiment in the femtosecond timescale [37] [38] [39] . This allowed for investigating the local electronic and structural modifications occurring in a transition metal compound immediately after the photoexcitation. For example, Bressler et al. used femtosecond XANES to solve a long-standing issue about the population mechanism of quintet states in iron(II)-based complexes, which resulted to be a 1 MLCT → 3 MLCT → 5 T cascade from the initially excited state [29] .
In the field of semiconducting oxides, Santomauro and co-workers extended the investigation of Ritmann et al. by performing the XAS experiment at an XFEL facility to probe the dynamics of the trapping of the photogenerated electrons in TiO 2 [40] . They concluded that the electrons are localized in correspondence of Ti atoms in a time lower than 300 fs, leading to the formation of Ti 3+ centers. In addition, they confirmed that electrons are localized at Ti penta-coordinate sites.
The dynamics of the photoexcitation was also investigated at an XFEL in the case of WO 3 nanoparticles. Uemura et al. observed that immediately after the excitation the tungsten is initially reduced from W(VI) to a mean oxidation state of 5.3 [38] . Subsequently, the tungsten oxide undergoes a change in its local structure within the following 200 ps. Some of the results of this paper are reported in Figure 5 . the applied potential. Figure 6 All the listed cases refer to ex-situ or in-situ (on solvent dispersed particles) experiments, where, in most cases, the semiconductors or the complexes are photoexcited and the dynamics of the photogenerated carriers is followed. As a matter of fact, pump & probe XAS, either at synchrotron or at FEL facilities, is still in its very early days, to the point that studies under operando condition are very rare, and are mainly obtained by adding a sacrificial donor or acceptor and not by applying an external potential. In fact, to the authors' best knowledge, only one contribution was published, limited to synchrotron radiation pump & probe XAS [41] .
In this work, the authors investigated the α-Fe 2 O 3 /IrO x architecture as a model photoelectrode, and they could detect a charge transfer between hematite and IrO x occurring in the nanosecond timescale, resulting in reduction of Ir or in an increased density of empty Ir 5d states depending on the applied potential. Figure 6 represents schematically the adopted setup (left) together with the results obtained when an anodic photocurrent is observed. In this case, difference spectra indicate a hole transfer from the semiconductor to IrO x when no delay between pump & probe is applied. When pump & probe are delayed for 600 ns, the Ir 5d state results to be depleted, indicating a more intense hole transfer. Surfaces 2018, 1, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 13 Figure 6 . Left: schematic setup for an operando pump & probe (P & P) experiment on a photoelectrochemical system using synchrotron light. The UV-Vis pump is synchronized with the probe pulses, the latter generated by single bunches from the synchrotron. Right: (A) Ir-LIII XANES spectrum in the presence (red dotted line) and in the absence (black full line) of 400 nm light acquired in presence of 600 ns delay between the pump and the probe; spectra are shifted along the y axis for the sake of better clarity. (B) difference spectra (light on-light off, with error bars) in the presence (red line) and in the absence (blue line) of delay; the two spectra are shifted for clarity, and the zero is defined by black horizontal lines. Reprinted from [41] . Copyright 2016, with permission from Elsevier.
FEXRAV
Finally, an alternative approach is to fix the X-ray energy and record the corresponding absorption coefficient as a function of time. In this case, in the framework of hyphenated techniques, it would be convenient to collect joint information from electrochemical methods. This is the principle behind the fixed energy X-ray absorption voltammetry (FEXRAV). This technique is an application of the single energy X-ray absorption detection first proposed by Filipponi et al. [42] . It consists in recording the X-ray absorption coefficient at a fixed energy while the applied potential in an electrochemical cell is scanned according to a cyclic voltammetry triangular-wave program [43] . If the energy is properly selected to give the maximum contrast between the spectral features of different oxidation states, any shift from the original oxidation state determines a variation of the absorption coefficient, and can then be detected. FEXRAV allows for quickly mapping the oxidation states of the element under consideration within the selected potential window, and this can be preliminary to deeper X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) characterizations, like XANES or EXAFS. Moreover, the time-length of the experiment is much shorter than a series of XAS spectra and opens the door to kinetic analysis. Initially introduced for the study of IrOx materials, FEXRAV has been applied to operando studies of the electrochemistry of a variety of materials, from Ag nanoparticles [44] , to copper oxide materials [45] , to iron oxide and oxo-hydroxide materials [46] , to palladium based electrocatalysts [47] . Figure 7 reports an example of a FEXRAV experiment in the case of Ag nanoparticles studied as electrocatalysts for the electrodehalogenation of trichloromethane in aqueous media. Here the X-ray energy is set at a value that guarantees the increase of µ when Ag is oxidized. The potential is swept from 0 to −1.1 V and there's a visible decrease of µ due to the presence (adsorption) of trichloromethane or of its reduction intermediates. The release of Cl − causes Ag to oxidize at about 0.2 V. This is witnessed by XAS, by means of an increase of µ. The latter decreases when the potential is reversed, in correspondence to the reduction peak at about 0.1 V. Figure 6 . Left: schematic setup for an operando pump & probe (P & P) experiment on a photoelectrochemical system using synchrotron light. The UV-Vis pump is synchronized with the probe pulses, the latter generated by single bunches from the synchrotron. Right: (A) Ir-L III XANES spectrum in the presence (red dotted line) and in the absence (black full line) of 400 nm light acquired in presence of 600 ns delay between the pump and the probe; spectra are shifted along the y axis for the sake of better clarity. (B) difference spectra (light on-light off, with error bars) in the presence (red line) and in the absence (blue line) of delay; the two spectra are shifted for clarity, and the zero is defined by black horizontal lines. Reprinted from [41] . Copyright 2016, with permission from Elsevier.
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Conclusions and Perspectives
This minireview aims at providing a comprehensive and updated overview of the state of the art concerning use and capabilities of time resolved XAS in electrochemistry and photoelectrochemistry.
It is evident that the number of published papers on these topics is not very large, especially if compared to other types of spectroscopies. This is due to two main factors: (i) the dependence on large facilities, which limits the number of users that can approach and that have access to these techniques; (ii) the general unawareness to electrochemists of the mere existence of XAS, notwithstanding its very high potentialities. Of course, these two factors are strongly related.
Indeed, as we hope to have successfully demonstrated in this work, the potentialities of time resolved XAS are very high. In fact, time resolved XAS can help to clarify reaction mechanisms, metastable (transient) structures and to identify the nature of intermediate reacting states, and we hope that the range of applications will extend progressively in the close future.
Fortunately, we are witnessing a progressive increase of available synchrotron radiation sources (for a general outlook at the existing facilities, the reader is referred to the website https://lightsources.org/lightsources-of-the-world/). In parallel, it is worth noting that innovative benchtop laboratory X-ray spectrophotometers are commercially available. Even if the photon flux of these instruments is still not comparable with that available at a synchrotron beamline, we believe that technical advances will allow for rapid improvements which, together with an increasing knowledge on the correct design of samples and cells [48] , will likely make XAS available also in academics and companies worldwide. Reprinted from [44] . Copyright 2016, with permission from Elsevier.
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